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AdministriviaAdministrivia

4 classes left (including today)4 classes left (including today)…… yikes!yikes!
HW#5 due nowHW#5 due now

WeWe’’ll start putting up HW#4 and HW#5 solutions by the ll start putting up HW#4 and HW#5 solutions by the 
end of the weekend of the week

HW#6 already outHW#6 already out
Not more implementation work, but more design and Not more implementation work, but more design and 
thinking than HW#5thinking than HW#5

Final schedulingFinal scheduling
If you canIf you can’’t make the time due to a scheduling conflict, find t make the time due to a scheduling conflict, find 
me ASAPme ASAP

Scoping, revisitedScoping, revisited

Before I Before I remotivateremotivate thisthis again, letagain, let’’s be clear on Javas be clear on Java’’s s 
scoping rulesscoping rules
A A code blockcode block is is usuallyusually delineated with { and }delineated with { and }

Includes a class definition, a method definition, an Includes a class definition, a method definition, an 
if/else/do/for/while/switch clauseif/else/do/for/while/switch clause

If you donIf you don’’t use { and } in if/else/do/for/while, there is a implicit t use { and } in if/else/do/for/while, there is a implicit 
code block, but itcode block, but it’’s exactly one statement long; switch requires {,}s exactly one statement long; switch requires {,}
Variables declared in a for clause exist only within the for staVariables declared in a for clause exist only within the for statement tement 
and corresponding code blockand corresponding code block

Can Can alsoalso have an arbitrary code block inside a methodhave an arbitrary code block inside a method
In general, an entity is In general, an entity is directlydirectly visible within a code block and visible within a code block and 
any nested code blocks, but not in other blocks outside of the any nested code blocks, but not in other blocks outside of the 
blockblock
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Scoping and variablesScoping and variables

There are three kinds of variables: static (class) There are three kinds of variables: static (class) 
variables, instance variables, and local variablesvariables, instance variables, and local variables
Variables exist as long as their code block doesVariables exist as long as their code block does
Instance/static variablesInstance/static variables

A variable A variable vv can be declared exactly once at the class levelcan be declared exactly once at the class level
You You cannotcannot have both a static variable and an instance variable have both a static variable and an instance variable 
with the same namewith the same name
Instance variables garbage collected when the object is Instance variables garbage collected when the object is 
garbage collected (and if there are no other references to it)garbage collected (and if there are no other references to it)
Static variables are Static variables are nevernever garbage collectedgarbage collected

Scoping and local variablesScoping and local variables

Local variablesLocal variables
Defined inside a methodDefined inside a method
CanCan have the same name as a static/instance variable; have the same name as a static/instance variable; shadowsshadows
(hides) that static/instance variable by default(hides) that static/instance variable by default
Cannot be redefined within the same or nested code block, Cannot be redefined within the same or nested code block, 
but but cancan be redefined in another code blockbe redefined in another code block
Formal parameters are in the appropriate method code blockFormal parameters are in the appropriate method code block
Garbage collected as soon as the method ends (and if there Garbage collected as soon as the method ends (and if there 
are no other references to it)are no other references to it)

The this ReferenceThe this Reference

The The thisthis reference allows a line of code to refer to reference allows a line of code to refer to 
the object that itthe object that it’’s ins in

That is, the That is, the thisthis reference, used inside a method, refers to reference, used inside a method, refers to 
the object through which the method is being executedthe object through which the method is being executed
OnlyOnly applicable in a applicable in a ““nonnon--static contextstatic context””

Useful for two applications:Useful for two applications:
Disambiguating local and instance variables of the same nameDisambiguating local and instance variables of the same name
Handing a reference to an object to another entity within the Handing a reference to an object to another entity within the 
object itselfobject itself

WeWe’’ll see the second case laterll see the second case later
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Disambiguation with thisDisambiguation with this

The The thisthis reference can be used to distinguish reference can be used to distinguish 
the instance variables of a class from the instance variables of a class from 
corresponding method parameters with the corresponding method parameters with the 
same namessame names

public Account (String name, long acctNumber, 
double balance) {

this.name = name;
this.acctNumber = acctNumber;
this.balance = balance;

}

InterfacesInterfaces

A Java A Java interfaceinterface is a collection of abstract is a collection of abstract 
methods and constantsmethods and constants
An An abstract methodabstract method is a method header without a is a method header without a 
method bodymethod body
An abstract method can be declared using the An abstract method can be declared using the 
modifier modifier abstractabstract, but because all methods , but because all methods 
in an interface are abstract, usually it is left offin an interface are abstract, usually it is left off
An interface is used to establish a set of An interface is used to establish a set of 
methods that a class will implementmethods that a class will implement

InterfacesInterfaces

public interface Doable
{

public void doThis();
public int doThat();
public void doThis2(float value, char ch);
public boolean doTheOther(int num);

}

interface is a reserved word
None of the methods in
an interface are given

a definition (body)

A semicolon immediately
follows each method header
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Why interfaces?Why interfaces?

Interfaces are commonly called a Interfaces are commonly called a contractcontract that a class that a class 
agrees to by implementing the interfaceagrees to by implementing the interface
YouYou’’d do this for one of several reasons:d do this for one of several reasons:

You want your buddy to implement part of the assignment, You want your buddy to implement part of the assignment, 
and want to tell him what to name his methods, variables, and want to tell him what to name his methods, variables, 
return types, etc. return types, etc. (Useful in design, but not for this class!)(Useful in design, but not for this class!)
You want to write an algorithm/program that can easily work You want to write an algorithm/program that can easily work 
with many different objects that all need to have some with many different objects that all need to have some 
common functionalitycommon functionality

For our Blackjack design yesterday, we might make a For our Blackjack design yesterday, we might make a 
Player interfacePlayer interface with two with two implementations: implementations: a user player and a a user player and a 
computer playercomputer player

InterfacesInterfaces

An interface cannot be instantiatedAn interface cannot be instantiated
Methods in an interface have public visibility by Methods in an interface have public visibility by 
defaultdefault
A class formally implements an interface by:A class formally implements an interface by:

stating so in the class headerstating so in the class header
providing implementations for each abstract method providing implementations for each abstract method 
in the interfacein the interface

If a class asserts that it implements an interface, If a class asserts that it implements an interface, 
it must define all methods in the interfaceit must define all methods in the interface

InterfacesInterfaces

public class CanDo implements Doable
{

public void doThis ()
{

// whatever
}

public void doThat ()
{

// whatever
}

// etc.
}

implements is a
reserved word

Each method listed
in Doable is

given a definition
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InterfacesInterfaces

A class that implements an interface can implement A class that implements an interface can implement 
other methods as wellother methods as well
In addition to (or instead of) abstract methods, an In addition to (or instead of) abstract methods, an 
interface can contain constantsinterface can contain constants

(Remember that constants are declared via (Remember that constants are declared via 
public static public static intint or something similar)or something similar)

When a class implements an interface, it gains access to When a class implements an interface, it gains access to 
all its constantsall its constants
A class can also implement multiple interfaces; separate A class can also implement multiple interfaces; separate 
them with a commathem with a comma

InterfacesInterfaces

The Java standard class library contains many The Java standard class library contains many 
helpful interfaceshelpful interfaces
The The ComparableComparable interface contains one interface contains one 
abstract method called abstract method called compareTocompareTo, which is , which is 
used to compare two objectsused to compare two objects

We discussed the We discussed the compareTocompareTo method of the method of the 
StringString class; since itclass; since it’’s there, s there, StringString can can 
implementimplement ComparableComparable

WhatWhat’’s the use of implementing s the use of implementing 
ComparableComparable??

Easy way to sort an array in JavaEasy way to sort an array in Java

ThereThere’’s a static method in the s a static method in the ArraysArrays class (in class (in 
java.utiljava.util) called ) called sortsort

It can sort primitives: It can sort primitives: intsints, doubles, floats, etc., doubles, floats, etc.
For objects, it can sort them if they implement For objects, it can sort them if they implement 
ComparableComparable

In other words, it can In other words, it can sort any object as long as it implements the sort any object as long as it implements the 
Comparable interfaceComparable interface
Fundamental idea: JavaFundamental idea: Java’’s sort code doesns sort code doesn’’t care what your t care what your 
object is, as long as it knows it can compare two of them at a object is, as long as it knows it can compare two of them at a 
timetime

LetLet’’s do a quick example, but note, you s do a quick example, but note, you cancan’’tt use this use this 
for HW5for HW5
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The The IteratorIterator InterfaceInterface

Recall that an Recall that an iteratoriterator is an object that provides a means is an object that provides a means 
of processing a collection of objects one at a timeof processing a collection of objects one at a time
An An iteratoriterator is created formally by implementing the is created formally by implementing the 
IteratorIterator interface, which contains three methods: interface, which contains three methods: 
hasNexthasNext, next, and remove, next, and remove
By having a class implement the By having a class implement the IteratorIterator interface, you interface, you 
can use the can use the ““compactcompact”” version of the for loopversion of the for loop
WeWe’’ll discuss this further when we talk about ll discuss this further when we talk about ArrayListsArrayLists
in a few weeksin a few weeks

Enumerated TypesEnumerated Types

Earlier, we introduced Earlier, we introduced enumerated typesenumerated types, which , which 
define a new data type and list all possible values define a new data type and list all possible values 
of that typeof that type
enumsenums actually define a special class with those actually define a special class with those 
values as constantsvalues as constants

You can set up special constructors and methodsYou can set up special constructors and methods

We could have used We could have used enumsenums for Rockfor Rock--PaperPaper--
ScissorsScissors

Enumerated TypesEnumerated Types

Every enumerated type contains a static method Every enumerated type contains a static method 
called called valuesvalues that returns a list of all possible that returns a list of all possible 
values for that typevalues for that type
The list returned from The list returned from valuesvalues is an is an iteratoriterator, so , so 
a a forfor loop can be used to process them easilyloop can be used to process them easily
A carefully designed enumerated type provides a A carefully designed enumerated type provides a 
versatile and typeversatile and type--safe mechanism for managing safe mechanism for managing 
datadata
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Method DesignMethod Design

L/L chapter 6 talks about algorithm L/L chapter 6 talks about algorithm 
design/decompositiondesign/decomposition
Mostly overlap with what weMostly overlap with what we’’ve gone over, but ve gone over, but 
there are some Javathere are some Java--specific aspectsspecific aspects
Pig Latin example: Pig Latin example: ““readread--onlyonly””

Method DecompositionMethod Decomposition

A method should be relatively small, so that it can be A method should be relatively small, so that it can be 
understood as a single entityunderstood as a single entity
A potentially large method should be decomposed into A potentially large method should be decomposed into 
several smaller methods as needed for clarityseveral smaller methods as needed for clarity
A public A public service methodservice method of an object may call one or more of an object may call one or more 
private private support methodssupport methods to help it accomplish its goalto help it accomplish its goal
Support methods might call other support methods if Support methods might call other support methods if 
appropriateappropriate

Parameter PassingParameter Passing

Another important issue related to method Another important issue related to method 
design involves parameter passingdesign involves parameter passing
Parameters in a Java method are Parameters in a Java method are passed by valuepassed by value
A A copycopy of the actual parameter (the value passed of the actual parameter (the value passed 
in) is stored into the formal parameter (in the in) is stored into the formal parameter (in the 
method header)method header)
Therefore passing parameters is similar to an Therefore passing parameters is similar to an 
assignment statementassignment statement
A quick exampleA quick example……
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Passing Objects to MethodsPassing Objects to Methods

When an object is passed to a method, the actual When an object is passed to a method, the actual 
parameter and the formal parameter become parameter and the formal parameter become 
aliases of each other, because a copy of the aliases of each other, because a copy of the 
referencereference is madeis made
What a method does with a parameter may or What a method does with a parameter may or 
may not have a permanent effect (outside the may not have a permanent effect (outside the 
method)method)
Note the difference between changing the Note the difference between changing the 
internal state of an object versus changing which internal state of an object versus changing which 
object a reference points toobject a reference points to

Method OverloadingMethod Overloading

Method overloadingMethod overloading is the process of giving a single is the process of giving a single 
method name multiple definitionsmethod name multiple definitions
If a method is overloaded, the method name is If a method is overloaded, the method name is 
not sufficient to determine which method is not sufficient to determine which method is 
being calledbeing called
The The signaturesignature of each overloaded method must of each overloaded method must 
be uniquebe unique
The signature includes the number, type, and The signature includes the number, type, and 
order of the parametersorder of the parameters

Method OverloadingMethod Overloading

The compiler determines which method is being The compiler determines which method is being 
invoked by analyzing the parametersinvoked by analyzing the parameters

float tryMe(int x){
return x + .375;

}

float tryMe(int x, float y){
return x*y;

}

result = tryMe(25, 4.32)

Invocation
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Method OverloadingMethod Overloading

TheThe printlnprintln method is overloaded:method is overloaded:
printlnprintln (String s)(String s)
printlnprintln ((intint i)i)
printlnprintln (double d)(double d)

and so on...and so on...
The following lines invoke different versions of The following lines invoke different versions of 
thethe printlnprintln method:method:
System.out.printlnSystem.out.println ("The total is:"); ("The total is:"); 
System.out.printlnSystem.out.println (total);(total);

Overloading MethodsOverloading Methods

The return type of the method is The return type of the method is notnot part of the part of the 
signaturesignature
That is, overloaded methods cannot differ only That is, overloaded methods cannot differ only 
by their return typeby their return type
Constructors can Constructors can alsoalso be overloadedbe overloaded
Overloaded constructors provide multiple ways Overloaded constructors provide multiple ways 
to initialize a new objectto initialize a new object

The The ArrayListArrayList ClassClass

Arrays not the only way to store dataArrays not the only way to store data
The The ArrayListArrayList class is part of the class is part of the java.utiljava.util
packagepackage
Nifty feature: itNifty feature: it’’s autos auto--resizingresizing
Like an array, it can store a list of values and reference Like an array, it can store a list of values and reference 
each one using a numeric indexeach one using a numeric index
However, you cannot use the bracket syntax with an However, you cannot use the bracket syntax with an 
ArrayListArrayList: it: it’’s an s an objectobject
Furthermore, an Furthermore, an ArrayListArrayList object grows and object grows and 
shrinks as needed, adjusting its capacity as necessaryshrinks as needed, adjusting its capacity as necessary
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The The ArrayListArrayList ClassClass

Elements can be inserted or removed with a Elements can be inserted or removed with a 
single method invocationsingle method invocation
When an element is inserted, the other elements When an element is inserted, the other elements 
"move aside" to make room"move aside" to make room
Likewise, when an element is removed, the list Likewise, when an element is removed, the list 
"collapses" to close the gap"collapses" to close the gap
The indexes of the elements adjust accordinglyThe indexes of the elements adjust accordingly
By default, an By default, an ArrayListArrayList stores references to stores references to 
the the ObjectObject class, which allows it to store any class, which allows it to store any 
kind of object, but is a pain to usekind of object, but is a pain to use

ArrayListsArrayLists of one typeof one type

We can define an We can define an ArrayListArrayList object to accept only a object to accept only a 
particular type of object, like an Arrayparticular type of object, like an Array
The following declaration creates an The following declaration creates an ArrayListArrayList
object that only stores object that only stores FamilyFamily objectsobjects

ArrayListArrayList<Family> reunion = new <Family> reunion = new ArrayListArrayList<Family>();<Family>();

Example of Example of genericsgenerics; general discussion out of the scope ; general discussion out of the scope 
of this classof this class
If you want to store If you want to store intintss, create an , create an ArrayListArrayList of of 
IntegerIntegers; as we saw earlier, Java 1.5 is smart enough s; as we saw earlier, Java 1.5 is smart enough 
to autoto auto--convert the twoconvert the two

ArrayListArrayList EfficiencyEfficiency

The The ArrayListArrayList class is implemented using an class is implemented using an 
underlying arrayunderlying array
The array is manipulated so that The array is manipulated so that indexes remain continuousindexes remain continuous
as elements are added or removedas elements are added or removed
The The size()size() method returns the number of actual method returns the number of actual 
objects in the objects in the ArrayListArrayList, and the code , and the code prevents youprevents you from from 
accessing empty cellsaccessing empty cells
If elements are added to and removed from the end of If elements are added to and removed from the end of 
the list, this processing is fairly efficientthe list, this processing is fairly efficient
If elements are inserted and removed from the front or If elements are inserted and removed from the front or 
middle of the list, the remaining elements are shiftedmiddle of the list, the remaining elements are shifted
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Next timeNext time

Finish Java!Finish Java!
Finish some theory topicsFinish some theory topics


